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ABSTRACT: The photocleavage of a nitrobenzyl-type
linker (NPPOC) at 405 nm wavelength was enabled by
nucleic acid-templated energy transfer from a sensitizer
(thioxanthenone) to the linker. This strategy was used to
release profluorescent rhodamine, which facilitated moni-
toring of the reaction via fluorescence measurement in a
nonoverlapping window with the sensitizer/photocleavage
reaction. The rate acceleration of the templated reaction was
greater than 20-fold over the background reaction. The
templated reaction was used in conjunction with strand
displacement to design four-component systems that re-
sponded to an analyte (DNA). Programming a specific
hierarchical relationship among the four components en-
abled the design of a system that responded first positively
and then negatively to increasing levels of an analyte.

The programmability of nucleic acid hybridization makes it an
appealing platform for the design of systems1 responding to

stimuli or leading to nanoscopic assemblies.2 Applications of
stimuli responses that have attracted significant attention include
nucleic acid sensing3 and logic gate operations that are leverag-
ed on strand displacement (molecular beacons) or templated
reactions.4 To date, the repertoire of templated reactions that
have been successfully used in sensing and logic gate operations is
limited to a few reaction types reflecting the following stringent
requirements:5�9 the reaction must be compatible with an aq-
ueous environment and the diversity of functionalities present on
nucleic acids; it must ideally take place rapidly when the effective
concentration of the reactants is increased through the hybridi-
zation process; it must operate at a temperature compatible with
the hybridization process; and preferably, it should be bio-ortho-
gonal for further implementation in biological settings.

Photolabile groups offer a unique orthogonality profile that
has been harnessed to uncage bioactive molecules or reporters.10

Most photolabile groups require UV light to achieve the cleavage
using one-photon excitation. It was recently shown that the tri-
plet sensitizer thioxanthenone significantly increases the rate of
deprotection of the photolabile 2-(2-nitrophenyl)propyloxycar-
bonyl (NPPOC) protecting group by intramolecular energy
transfer.11 The fact that some nitrobenzyl-type groups have very
poor photocleavage efficiencies with light above 300 nm while
this sensitizer has an absorption maximum close to 400 nm led us
to speculate that the photocleavage of such a linker could be
carried out in a templated fashion at 400 nm. The close contact

resulting from hybridization of two nucleic acid strands derivatized
respectively with a photolabile linker and a sensitizer (Figure 1)
should enable the energy transfer leading to photocleavage.

To monitor the progress of the photocleavage, we reasoned
that this system could be used to release a profluorescent mol-
ecule. To this end, rhodamine was selected because it has an
absorption/emission profile (λex = 490 nm, λem = 530 nm) that is
red-shifted relative to the sensitizer and photolabile linker.
Furthermore, it is known that conversion of its anilines to amides,
carbonates, ureas, or combinations thereof abrogates its fluores-
cence which can be restored upon recovery of a single aniline.12

On the basis of our prior work8 in templated reactions using pep-
tide nucleic acid (PNA),13 we opted for this nucleic acid platform
in this study. The 4-carboxy-NPPOC group in 2 was chosen
because it has an absorption maximum at 230 nm and, unlike the
3,4-dihydroxynitrobenzyl-type linker, very poor photolytic effi-
ciency above 300 nm14 (see Scheme S1 in the Supporting
Information for synthetic details for 1 and 2).

With the two components for templated photoreactions in
hand, we next investigated the requirements of duplex stability to
achieve an efficient energy transfer between the sensitizer and the
photolabile linker. To this end, a 7-mer PNA derivatized with the
photolabile linker�rhodamine adduct was irradiated in the pre-
sence of the sensitizer coupled to complementary PNA ranging
in length from a 3-mer to a 7-mer. The irradiation was performed
with a light-emitting diode (LED) having an emission maximum
at 405 nm (no emission below 370 nm or above 440 nm). As
controls, the same experiments were performed in the absence of
sensitizer or with the sensitizer simply derivatized with a poly-
(ethylene glycol) (PEG) to enhance its water solubility. As
shown in Figure 2, when a solution containing only the photo-
labile PNA (PL, 250 nM) was irradiated, only a very small
increase in fluorescence was observed, indicating that the photo-
labile linker is essentially stable at this wavelength. In the
presence of the water-soluble sensitizer derivatized with a PEG
(1 equiv) rather than PNA, a comparable low level of photo-
cleavage was observed. However, in the presence of the fully
matching complementary 7-mer PNA�sensitizer adduct (S, 1
equiv), a dramatic acceleration in the photocleavage was ob-
served. Taking the slope of the reaction for the first 60 min as an
approximation of the first-order kinetics, a greater than 20-fold
rate acceleration for the perfect-match complementary
PNA�sensitizer adduct was observed. On the basis of the level
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of fluorescence, the reaction was estimated to have proceeded to
80% conversion after 2 h. The 6-mer and 5-mer showed slightly
attenuated rates, while a significant drop in the rates was
observed for shorter probes. The 3-mer PNA sensitizer adduct
afforded a reaction rate comparable to the sensitizer alone, while
the 4-mer PNA sensitizer afforded a rate intermediate between
background rate and that for the 5-mer PNA adduct. Taken
together, the data strongly support the fact that the rate accel-
eration observed with the complementary sensitizer PNAs is the
product of energy transfer enabled by the preorganization of the
supramolecular assembly and that a 5-mer PNA is required to
achieve sufficient duplex stability under these conditions. It is
interesting to note that no apparent differences in performance
were observed when the reaction was run under a nitrogen
atmosphere or exposed to air. It is known that photoexcitation of
thioxanthenone leads to a triplet excited state that can react with
oxygen. Indeed, when the lamp power was increased to 1 W

(reactions were carried out at 0.1W), the sensitizer�PEG adduct
was fully oxidized after 60 min. However, under the same
conditions, the sensitizer�PNA adducts showed less than 10%
oxidation, suggesting the presence of an alternative energy
dissipation mechanism. MALDI analysis of preliminary reactions
(templated photocleavage of aniline rather than rhodamine)
indicated a clean conversion from the starting material to the
product without any degradation byproduct.

We next investigated whether this templated photorelease
reaction could be combined with strand displacement to add a
switching-off element. To avoid any background reaction, the
third strand was modified with a p-(p-dimethylaminophenylazo)
benzoic acid (dabcyl) quencher (Q). Thus, in the presence of
this third nucleic acid strand competing with the sensitizer for the
PNA�photolabile adduct, the reaction could be switched off
(Figure 3). Furthermore, the system could be pushed one step
further with a fourth strand competing for the quenching nucleic
acid strand in order to restore the photocleavage. The hierarch-
ical relationship among the interactions (duplex stability) could
be programmed using the lengths of the individual nucleic acid
strands. As a starting point, the shortest sensitizer�PNA adduct
(5-mer) that proved efficacious in the templated reaction with
the 7-mer photolabile linker�PNA adduct was chosen. A 10-mer
PNA quencher adduct fully complementary to the photolabile
linker�PNA adduct should sequester the strand from its inter-
action with the sensitizer. Next, a DNA strand complementary to
the 10-mer PNA was used to out-compete the quenching strand

Figure 1. Schematic representation of a sensitized photoreaction based
on hybridization of oligonucleotides.

Figure 2. Kinetics of photorelease using sensitizer�PNA adducts with
different PNA lengths, a PEG�sensitizer adduct, or no sensitizer (250
nM). LED: 405 nm, 100 mW. Buffer: 10 mM PBS (pH 7.4), 154 mM
NaCl, 25 mM MgCl2, 0.05% Tween. PL: Lys(PL)-TG*AC*TA*C-Arg
[written from C to N; stars denote guanidine-based PNA (GPNA)
residues15]. Data points are averages of two experiments. The y axis
shows relative fluorescence units (RFU) measured (λex = 490 nm, λem =
530 nm).

Figure 3. Kinetics of photorelease using 166 nM PL [Lys(PL)-
TG*AC*TA*C-Arg], 166 nM S (Arg-AG*TCA*-S), and 250 nM Q
(Arg-G*TTG*TAG*TCA*-Q) at 375 nM. DNA: (TCAACATCAGT-
CTGATAAGCTA). LED: 405 nm, 100 mW. Buffer: 10 mM PBS (pH
7.4), 154 mM NaCl, 25 mM MgCl2, 0.05% Tween. Data points are
averages of two experiments.
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(Q) and restore the interaction between the sensitizer (S) and
the photolabile linker strands (PL). On the basis of an end-point
measurement at 120 min (Figure 3), the photorelease of the
fluorophore could be diminished by 6-fold in the presence of the
quencher strand. This reduced cleavage supports the efficacy of
the strand displacement mechanism. While this is not a complete
inhibition of the photorelease, it reflects the dynamic competi-
tion between two perfect-match PNAs containing five and seven
nucleotides. Addition of the DNA strand complementary to the
quencher restored the photocleavage to half of its original
efficacy. Again, while this is not as efficient as the photocleavage
of the system with just two components (sensitizer and photo-
labile adduct), the reduced efficiency is the result of complex
equilibria. Nevertheless, the system’s response was directly
proportional to an analyte (DNA) up to saturation at 2.5 molar
equiv (Figure S2).

We next asked whether we could design a system that would
respond positively to an analyte up to a given concentration and
then negatively to further increases in concentration. To this end,
a four component system (Figure 4) was designed to respond to
a fourth nucleic acid strand derivatized with a quencher (Q2)
complementary to the first quencher strand (Q1) and the
sensitizer strand (S). The first quencher strand (Q1) was also
complementary to the photolabile linker strand (PL) with the

following hierarchy of interaction: PL�S < PL�Q1; PL�Q1 <
Q2�Q1; Q2�S > PL�S; Q2�Q1 > Q2�S. To achieve this
hierarchy of interaction, two mismatches were introduced in the
interaction of the PL strand with Q1 whereas the interaction of
Q1 and Q2 was fully matched. End-point measurements taken
after 90 or 120 min showed that indeed, in the absence of analyte
(Q2), the system afforded a low level of photocleavage; at 2.5
molar equiv of analyte, the system affordedmaximal photorelease
(3-fold enhancement), and increasing the concentration of
analyte to 10 equiv retuned the level of photocleavage to its
original state in the absence of analyte.

The unique behavior of this four-component system makes it
amenable to four different logic gates (Table 1).16 An AND gate
is created using the photolabile strand (PL) and second quencher
(Q2) with the sensitizer (S) and the first quencher (Q1) as
inputs. An XNOR gate is created using the PL and S strands as
the gate with Q1 and Q2 at 2.5 molar equiv as input. A NOR gate
is created in the same manner as the XNOR gate but using 10
molar equiv of Q2 as input. A NOT gate is created using the PL
and S strands as the gate and Q1 as the input. On the basis of the
well-established technologies for immobilizing nucleic acids in
microarray formats, this scheme could be used for logic gates in a
parallel mode.17

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first example of
nucleic acid-templated photorelease enabled by energy transfer
from a sensitizer to a photolabile linker. This system should be
applicable to the release of a broad variety of functional mol-
ecules beyond fluorophores and thus represents an important
addition to the arsenal of templated reactions. Furthermore, the
reaction can be spatially and temporally controlled with light.
The system presented herein offers a simple fluorescent readout

Figure 4. Fluorescence measurements of photoreaction after 90 and
120 min with different amounts (0�2.5 μM) of 10-mer Q2 (Lys(Q)-
TG*AC*TA*CA*AC*-Arg) under irradiation with an LED (405 nm,
100 mW) using 250 nM PL [Lys(PL)-TG*AC*TC*GA*AC*T-Arg],
250 nM S (Arg-TAG*TCA*-S), and 375 nM Q1 (Arg-AG*TTG*-
TAG*TCA*-Q). Buffer: 10 mM PBS (pH 7.4), 154 mM NaCl,
25 mM MgCl2, 0.05% Tween. Data points are averages of three
experiments, and error bars represent standard deviations.

Table 1. Truth Tables for Logic Gatesa

input strand binary inputs

ANDGate (PL/Q1)

S 0 1 0 1

Q2 (2.5 equiv) 0 0 1 1

output 0 0 0 1

XNORGate (PL/S)

Q1 0 1 0 1

Q2 (2.5 equiv) 0 0 1 1

output 1 0 0 1

NORGate (PL/S)

Q1 0 1 0 1

Q2 (10 equiv) 0 0 1 1

output 1 0 0 0

NOTGate (PL/S)

Q1 0 1

output 1 0
aBinary inputs and outputs of possible logic gates. Conditions: irradia-
tion with an LED (405 nm, 100 mW) using 250 nM PL [Lys(PL)-
TG*AC*TC*GA*AC*T-Arg], 250 nM S (Arg-TAG*TCA*-S), 375 nM
Q1 (Arg-AG*TTG*TAG*TCA*-Q), and 625 nM (2.5 equiv) or 2500
nM (10 equiv) Q2 (Lys(Q)-TG*AC*TA*CA*AC*-Arg). Buffer: 10 mM
PBS (pH 7.4), 154 mM NaCl, 25 mM MgCl2, 0.05% Tween.
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of the reaction that can be used in networks. The ability to
engineer different hierarchical relationships among the compo-
nents of the network can lead to a nonlinear response, as was
illustrated with a system that was tuned on then off in response to
increasing levels of input.
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